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�e headway-based control method is usually used to regulate the bus headways to improve the bus operation. However, these
control methods only focus on equalizing bus headways, neglecting analysis for STD (standard deviation) of passengers on the
buses. �erefore, in order to �x this gap, this paper analyzed performance of the control method in terms of regulating bus
headways and number of passengers on the buses under variable number of buses on the route. First, as an enhanced version of
headways-based control method, a coordinated control method based on the self-equalizing bus headways concept involving bus
holding and stop-skipping is proposed. A discrete system is formulated to describe the bus operation, and the coordinated control
method is imbedded into it. In order to re�ect the performance in regulating bus headways and the number of passengers, two
indexes are formulated, respectively. Finally, a set of numerical analysis was conducted. �e test results showed that the regulated
bus headways can make the number of passengers on buses equalized. As a by-product, the headway-based control method can
make the bus capacity be well utilized by equalizing bus headways on the bus route.

1. Introduction

If a bus on the bus line is slowed down by some disturbances,
it will encounter more passengers than expected in the
following bus stop and be further delayed because of longer
dwell time at the bus stop. In addition, the following bus will
speed up because the headway between it and the preceding
bus is smaller than expected, encountering less passengers at
the bus stops.�e slower bus runs slower while the faster bus
runs faster. Finally, buses will bunch up and cruise together.
�is issue was proposed by Newell and Potts [1] �rst, named
“bus bunching.” Bus bunching results in longer waiting and
travel times for the passengers and the increased environ-
ment pollution due to the ine�cient operation of unevenly
loaded buses. In addition, the unbalanced load of passengers
on successive buses wastes bus capacity, because the leading
bus will be quite crowded while the trailing bus will be
relatively empty; the experience of passengers on the pre-
ceding bus is quite bad. Furthermore, the bunched buses

have negative e�ects on tra�c �ow at the signalized inter-
section causing additional car delays [2].

To handle with this intractable issue, researchers have
proposed many control methods. With the advent of new
technologies, some holding strategies have been proposed to
take advantage of real-time information so as to reduce
passengers’ waiting times [3–6]. Using real-time informa-
tion, many headway-based holding strategies have been
proposed to adaptively control the system [7–13]. A “two-
way-looking control” bus headway control method was
proposed by Daganzo [14]. �is method attempts to make
the headways to have presettled static values. Later, Daganzo
and Pilachowski [15] proposed a control strategy that
continuously adjusts the bus’ cruising speed on the route
based on a cooperative two-way system to achieve proper
spacing between the successive buses on the line. As an
extension of this control concept, Xuan et al. [16] proposed a
holding strategy to regularize headways while maximizing
the commercial speeds, as well as considering both the
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forward and backward headways. Bartholdi and Eisenstein
[8] proposed a self-adaptive control method to equalize bus
headways on the bus route automatically. To integrate the
advantages of the “two-way-looking control” and the “self-
adaptive equalizing bus headway,” Liang et al. [17] proposed
a self-equalizing control strategy based on the two-way-
looking control method (the headways between the bus at
the control point and both its leading and following buses)
with zero slack. More recently, Zhang and Lo [18] proposed
two-way-looking self-equalizing headway control that
considered multifarious variables, enriching the headway-
based bus holding control method system.

However, in the self-adaptive equalizing bus headway
control method system, only one holding control means was
used. Bus holding is based on slowing the faster leading bus
and increasing the slack to balance headways, thus de-
creasing the average operating speed of the total bus system
to resist bus bunching. In other words, it will increase the
average travel time of passengers, particularly the time of on-
board passengers. +erefore, other control means at the
control point can be integrated with bus holding to enhance
the performance of the control method based on the self-
adaptive equalizing bus headway control concept.

Stop-skipping strategy may be used in which a bus is
asked to skip a stop as long as nobody inside the bus
requests to stop, even though there are passengers at the
bus stop waiting to board the bus. Different criteria such as
the operational costs, average waiting time, and passenger
awareness should be considered to determine which stops
should be skipped. In the early work on rail systems by Suh
et al. [19], a stop-skipping strategy was utilized to increase
the speed of subway service. Sun and Hickman [20]
proposed a stop-skipping strategy to minimize the pas-
senger waiting times but allowed the passengers to alight at
stops in the skipped segment. A multiobjective optimi-
zation approach for stop-skipping strategies was addressed
by Sidi et al. [21]. Cortés et al. [22] and Sáez et al. [23]
developed a hybrid predictive control formulation that
jointly estimates the bus speed, while implementing
control strategies such as skipping stations or holding
buses. Delgado et al. [10] addressed the combination of
holding strategies with boarding limits. +e authors de-
veloped a deterministic optimization model capable of
executing two strategies: holding and boarding limits
(limiting the amount of passengers that can board a bus
even if the bus is not at full capacity; this control strategy
was also used in [24]).

Based on the above-mentioned analyses, traditional
control means of stop-skipping and boarding limits can
both accelerate the bus at control point, while the fol-
lowing bus can be slowed down by leaving more pas-
sengers for it. However, in practice, it is not easy to control
the extent of lined up passengers or refusing part of them
to enter the vehicle even when the vehicle is not full and
when the following vehicle is not yet in sight. +erefore,
stop-skipping in this paper refers to the bus only providing
service for alighting passengers when the control point is
skipped.

On the other hand, in general, the bus fleet size problem
is considered as a subproblem of Transit Network Time-
tabling or Vehicle Scheduling Problem instead of inde-
pendent problem. Transit Network Timetabling [25–28] is to
define arrival and departure times of buses at all stops along
the transit network in order to achieve different goals such as
meet a given frequency, satisfy specific demand patterns,
maximize the number of well-timed passenger transfers, and
minimize waiting times. Vehicle Scheduling Problem [29–
35] is to determine the trips-vehicles assignment to cover all
the planned trips such that operational costs based on ve-
hicle usage are minimized.

+e method that integrated “two-way-looking control”
with “self-adaptive equalizing bus headway” has been
p6roven to perform well in reducing bus bunching and
improving the service level for passengers. However, this
kind of headway-based control method only focused on the
regulation of bus headways without considering the number
of buses on the route. +e number of buses is usually as-
sumed in advance, and the task of the control method is to
regulate the headways between successive buses. +e control
method may fail to regulate the bus headways due to quite
enough fleet size on the route, even though the control
method itself is effective. Although recently this issue has
been discussed for several times [36, 37], they mainly gave a
method to equalize bus headway, without considering the
capacity of bus and analyzing the impact of fleet size on the
control performance. In addition, these studies made an
optimal issue with fleet size and holding control. However,
this work used the holding control method only instead of
the coordinated stop-skipping method.

+erefore, the objective of this paper was to analyze the
performance of the headway-based control method with
variable fleet size considering the capacity constraint of
buses. +is study attempted to search the relationship of
number of passengers and the bus headway, which has been
merely analyzed in previous studies. In addition, this work
proposed a discrete version of the coordinated control
method involving bus holding control means and stop-
skipping control means to equalize bus headways auto-
matically and analyzed the relationship between bus fleet
size and the performance of the coordinated control method,
considering the index of bus headways deviation and the
deviation of number of passengers on buses.

+e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the coordinated control algorithm is proposed to
dynamically select the two control means based on pre-
dictive control. +e developed self-adaptive control method
can dynamically decide which bus should dwell and its
holding time or skip the control point. In Section 3, the
buses’ operation process has been described by formulating
as a discrete system where the coordinated control method is
imbedded into. +e operation rules are divided into oper-
ation at the normal bus stop and at the control point. In
Section 4, two performance indexes are proposed to reflect
the regulation of bus operation and the condition of pas-
sengers on the buses. A set of numerical test is conducted in
Section 5, using the proposed coordinated control method
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with variable fleet size under different passengers’ arrival
rates.

2. Coordinated Control Strategy

In this section, a dynamic control strategy was developed to
equalize bus headways, resisting bus bunching. A dynamic
selection algorithm of control means including bus holding,
stop-skipping, and no control means was implemented in
the proposed coordinated control method. +e control
variables, e.g., holding time, can be calculated by analyzing
both the real-time bus running status and passenger de-
mand. +e coordinated control method proposed in this
paper is derived from the control concept of self-adaptive
equalizing bus headways proposed in Liang et al. [17], which
is suitable to be applied to a high-frequency bus route. A self-
adaptive method to equalize headways based on bus holding
was tested and proved to performwell for cutting down slack
time and enhancing operation efficiency of buses. However,
successive bus headways at control point cannot be equal-
ized completely using bus holding control means only,
because the bus holding control means is insufficient when
the forward headway is larger than the backward headway;
that is, the bus holding cannot speed up the slow bus.
+erefore, there is still room to develop a control method
that enhances the ability to resist bus bunching while
maintaining the stability of the bus system. Because studies
that predict the related parameters in bus systems are rel-
atively mature [38–42], the evolution of bus systems can be
predicted with these methods in practice. In addition, the
estimations of urban traffic parameters are also sufficiently
mature, e.g., travel speed and queue length at signalized
intersection [43, 44]. +erefore, the main object of this
section is to propose an enhanced method that combines the
bus holding control means and stop-skipping control means
based on the self-adaptive equalizing headways control
concept.

2.1. Control Means Analysis. In the proposed coordinated
control method, we integrated bus holding control means
and stop-skipping control means to equalize bus headways.
Bus holding control refers to the bus at control point
dwelling for additional time after providing service for
passengers on bus and waiting at control point. In traditional
research, the stop-skipping control is a static schedule to
improve operation efficiency of the bus system instead of a
dynamical control means to control the bus at control point.
+erefore, we use the real-time stop-skipping control
strategy proposed by Sun and Hickman [20], which just
allows the passengers to alight at stops in the skipped
segment and only resists the passengers on control point to
board. +is kind of stop-skipping control method can speed
up the slower bus through dwelling shorter time and
meanwhile slow down the faster following bus by giving it
more passengers to pick up. In addition, the passengers on
the bus can alight at any bus stops, avoiding missing the
destination bus stop and causing dissatisfaction of
passengers.

If the bus headways are quite equalized, the bus at the
control point should not be controlled with any control
means. We also give this kind of condition a name, “no
control means.” +erefore, three control means can be used
at the control point involving bus holding, stop-skipping,
and no control means. +e core of the coordinated control
method is to dynamically select proper control means to
equalize the bus headways, according to the predicted
control results. +e detailed control strategy and algorithm
are introduced in the following section.

2.2. Control Strategy at Control Point. When a bus has just
arrived at the control point, it should judge whether the
stop-skipping control means is suitable to be used to
equalize the bus headways. If the stop-skipping control
means is selected to be used, the bus can leave the control
point directly after letting the passengers alight. If the stop-
skipping control means is not suitable to be used, the bus can
provide normal service for the passengers on the bus and
wait at the control point. After the normal service, it should
judge whether the bus holding control means is suitable to be
used to equalize the bus headways. If the holding control
means is not suitable to be used, the bus can leave the control
point. Otherwise, the bus should dwell at the control point
for a suitable additional time.

It should be mentioned that the stop-skipping control
means should be considered when the bus has just arrived at
the control point, and the bus holding should be considered
after the bus providing service, because the predictive values
of headways can be more accurate due to shorter prediction
step length.

According to the previous research conclusion by Liang
et al. [17, 37, 45], the bus headways can be convergent to a
common value after continually equalizing the two bus
headways between the bus at control point and its leading
and following buses. +erefore, we only focus on three buses
in one moment involving the bus at control point and its
leading and following buses, as shown in Figure 1. We define
the bus headway as the time between two successive buses
leaving the same bus stop. According to this definition, the
bus headway between the bus at the control point and its
leading bus can be predicted after the bus at the control point
leaves the current bus stop, named hl. +e bus headway
between the bus at the control point and its following bus
can be predicted after the following bus leaves the control
point, named hf. +e selection of variable control means can
be obtained through comparing the values of hl and hf

under different control means.
Concretely, the control process at the control point is

shown in Figure 2. When the bus has just arrived at the
control point, it should judge whether the no control means
should be used, firstly. According to the prediction of two
successive bus headways without any control means, the
values of h

no
f and h

no
l can be obtained. If the following bus

headway is larger than the leading bus headway, it means
that the bus at the control point at the current moment runs
faster than expected and the stop-skipping control point
cannot be used. +e bus can provide service for the
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passengers waiting at the control point. On the contrary, if
the h

no
f is smaller than h

no
l , it means the bus at the control

point at the current moment runs slower than expected.
However, the stop-skipping control means cannot be used
arbitrarily, because the stop-skipping control means is a
strong strategy to change the bus headways. It can speed up
the leading bus while slow down the following bus.
+erefore, it may cause hypercorrection when the h

no
f is only

a little smaller than h
no
l . In order to avoid this issue, the two

bus headways should be predicted under stop-skipping
control means, which are h

ss
f and h

ss
l . Because the no control

means and stop-skipping control means cannot make the
two bus headways equalized completely, the difference be-
tween |h

no
f − h

no
l | and |h

ss
f − h

ss
l | should be compared. If the

|h
no
f − h

no
l | is smaller than |h

ss
f − h

ss
l |, it means that the stop-

skipping control means changed the bus headways too
much, not suitable to be used for the bus at the control point
at the current moment. On the contrary, the stop-skipping
control means should be used to obtain more equalized bus
headways, and the bus can leave the control point after
providing service for the alighting passengers. Although
these two control means cannot equalize the two successive
bus headways completely, it can make the headways tend to
be equalized as far as possible, according to this principle
mentioned above.

If the stop-skipping control means is not suitable to be
used for the bus at control point, the bus can provide service
for both alighting and boarding passengers. After finishing
the service for passengers, the bus at the control point should
consider using bus holding control means or no control
means. It should be mentioned that the two headways h

hc
f

and h
hc
l under bus holding are predicted after providing

service for both alighting and boarding passengers instead of
predicted when the bus has just arrived at the control point,
because it can shorten the predictive time length improving
prediction accuracy in practice. +e bus holding control
means is different from the no control means and stop-
skipping control means, because the latter two control
means is a kind of “yes or no” control strategy, and the bus

holding control means should give specific additional
holding time. In this paper, we design a discrete system to
describe the bus operation process. +erefore, the predicted
values of h

hc
f and h

hc
l can be obtained through dwelling more

Δt, and if the h
hc
f is still larger than h

hc
l , dwell another Δt

then. +e bus cannot leave the control point until the h
hc
f is

no larger than h
hc
l . During the dwelling period, the new

arrived passengers can get on the bus.
According to the dynamic control means selection

procedure shown in Figure 2, the bus at the control point can
make proper decision to equalize the two successive bus
headways. +e bus headways on the bus route can be reg-
ulated by continually equalizing the successive bus
headways.

3. Bus Operation Process under Different
Control Scenarios

In this section, a discrete system of bus operation process is
proposed where the coordinated control method proposed
in Section 2 is imbedded into. On a bus line, the bus always
runs on the road between two successive bus stops or dwells
at the bus stop to provide service to the passengers. +e bus
stop can be classified into normal bus stop and control point.
At the normal bus stop, the bus cannot leave until finishing
the service for both passengers on the bus and at the bus
stop. At the control point, the bus should be controlled by
the coordinated control method proposed in Section 2. +e
discrete operation process of buses can be designed as
follows.

3.1. Bus Operation at Normal Bus Stops. A discrete system is
designed to describe the operation of buses. +e running
time is divided into a serious of uniform short time intervals
Δt, e.g., 1 second.

A bus can move forward between two successive bus
stops with distance Δt · v(t), for which we assume that the
velocity v(t) of the bus is constant during short time interval

Leading busFollowing bus

Current moment

Predicted moment

hf

h
~

f h
~

l

hl

Traffic flow direction

Control point

Bus

Bus line

Figure 1: Prediction of step length in the coordinated control method.
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from t to t + Δt. +erefore, the location ln(t + Δt) of bus n at
time t + Δt on the bus line between two successive bus stops
can be shown as

ln(t + Δt) � ln(t) + Δt · v(t). (1)

If a bus n encounters the bus stop s, the passengers on the
bus stop begin to board on the bus n. +e criteria of a bus n

encountering the bus stop s, whose location is expressed by
ls, can be written as

ln(t + Δt) − ls ∈ [0,Δt · v(t)). (2)

It is assumed that the boarding time of one passenger is
constant, expressed by α, and the alighting time of one
passenger is constant as well, expressed by β. +erefore, the
dwell time of one bus at normal bus stop for providing
service to passengers can be written as

td � max α · Pb, β · Pa( , (3)

where Pb and Pa refer to the number of boarding and
alighting passengers, respectively.

In the discrete system, the Pn(t) represents the number
of passengers on the bus n at time t; Ws(t) refers to the

Predict the headways h
~

f
no and h

~
l
no without

any control

Dwell at the control point and provide
service for passengers

Leave the control point

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

Predict the headways h
~

f
ss and h

~
l
ss with

stop-skipping control

Predict the headways h
~

f
hc and h

~
f
hc with

holding control of ∆t

One bus has arrived at the control point

h
~

f
no > h

~
l
no

|h
~

f
ss – h

~
l
ss| < |h

~
f
no – h

~
l
no|

h
~

f
hc > h

~
l
hc

Figure 2: Principal control strategy procedure for bus operation at the control point.
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number of passengers waiting at the bus stop s at time t;
As(t) means the number of newly arrived passengers during
the period from t to t + Δt. In one time interval Δt, the
process of alighting and boarding can be expressed by

Pn(t + Δt) � Pn(t) +
Δt
α

−
Δt
β

,

Ws(t + Δt) � Ws(t) + As(t) −
Δt
α

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

In fact, equation (4) only gives description of alighting
and boarding process without considering the capacity limit
of the bus. If the bus capacity C is considered, equation (4)
only suitable to be used when the Pn(t) + (Δt/α) − (Δt/β) is
not larger than the C. Otherwise, the passengers cannot
board because of capacity limit, although there are pas-
sengers on the bus stop s. +erefore, the passengers at the
bus stop cannot board on bus n. +e alighting and boarding
process for passengers can be expressed by

Pn(t + Δt) � Pn(t) −
Δt
β

,

Ws(t + Δt) � Ws(t) + As(t).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

If the total number of alighting passengers Δt/β is
equal to Pa, the part Δt/β in line one of equations (4) and (5)
should be deleted.

+e bus n cannot leave the bus stop s until it meets either
one of the following two constraint conditions:

Ws(t) � 0, 
Δt
β

� Pb,

Pn(t) � C, 
Δt
β

� Pb.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

3.2. Bus Operation at Control Points. If the encountered bus
stop is a control point, the coordinated control method
should be activated to equalize the bus headways. According
to the control procedure proposed in Section 2, if the bus has
just arrived at the control point, the successive bus headway
should be predicted without any control means and with
stop-skipping control means, respectively. If the predicted
following bus headway h

no
f is smaller than the leading bus

headway h
no
l , it is obvious that the bus holding control

means is not suitable to be used. +erefore, we should
consider no control means and stop-skipping control means
by comparing the difference between |h

no
f − h

no
l | and

|h
ss
f − h

ss
l |. If the value of |h

ss
f − h

ss
l | is larger than |h

no
f − h

no
l |,

the no control means should be used; the process can be
described by using equations (4)–(6). Otherwise, the stop-
skipping control means should be used, i.e., the bus should
leave the control point at once after providing service for the

alighting passengers. +e process of alighting and boarding
can be expressed by

Pn(t + Δt) � Pn(t) −
Δt
β

,

Ws(t + Δt) � Ws(t) + As(t).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

+e bus can leave the control point when all the pas-
sengers wanting to alight at the bus stop s have finished,
which can be written as


Δt
β

� Pb. (8)

If the stop-skipping control means is abandoned because
|h

ss
f − h

ss
l | is larger than |h

no
f − h

no
l |, the bus can provide

service for passengers at the control point. When the bus has
finished the normal service for alighting and boarding
passengers, it should consider whether the bus holding
control means should be used or not. As mentioned in
Section 2, the passengers newly arrived at the control point
can still get on the holding bus. +erefore, the boarding
process and the change of passengers’ number can be
expressed by

Pn(t + Δt) � Pn(t) +
Δt
α

,

Ws(t + Δt) � Ws(t) + As(t) −
Δt
α

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

+e bus can leave the control point when the predicted
bus headway h

hc
f is no larger than h

hc
l and all the newly

arrived passengers have boarded the bus. +e following
condition should be met:

Ws(t) � 0,

h
hc
f ≤ h

hc
l .

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(10)

4. Performance Index of Public Transit

In the traditional research, the number of buses running on
the bus line is assumed to be fixed or given in advance. In this
section, we mainly formulate two indexes to reflect the
performance of the coordinated control method under
different vehicle scheduling. And the vehicle scheduling in
this paper mainly refers to the number of buses running on
the bus line.

4.1. Performance Index for Bus Operation Regulation. In
traditional research, the standard deviation (STD) of bus
headways is usually selected as the most important index to
reflect the stability of the bus system. In this paper, the bus
headway means the time interval between two buses leaving
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the same bus stop.+erefore, the STD of bus headways at the
bus stop s can be defined as

σs,h �

��������������


Is− 1
i�1 hi,s − hs 

2

Is − 1
,




hs �


Is− 1
i�1 hi,s

Is − 1
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(11)

where σs,h means bus headways STD at bus stop s; Is refers to
the total times the bus had left the bus stop s; hi,s is the
headway between i to i + 1; and hs is the arithmetic mean
value of bus headways.

With a fixed number of buses on the bus line N, the bus
headways STD at bus stop s can be expressed by σs,h(N). +e
performance index of the coordinated control method is
STD of bus headways. +erefore, the earnings by adding
more one bus on the bus route can be expressed by
|σs,h(N) − σs,h(N + 1)|. With increasing number of buses on
the bus route, the average bus headway would be decreased.
+erefore, σs,h(N + 1) would be smaller than σs,h(N), be-
cause of smaller average bus headway. In order to partly
counteract the influence of decreasing average bus headway
by adding one more bus, we formulate the relative difference
index to reflect the earnings. +e index P1,s can be shown as

P1,s(N + 1) �
σs,h(N) − σs,h(N + 1)




σs,h(N)
. (12)

4.2. Performance Index for Passengers. It is well known that
when two buses are bunched, the leading bus has the larger
number of passengers than the following bus, causing the
leading bus to be quite crowded while the following bus is
relatively empty.+erefore, the passengers in the leading bus
have bad experiences, and the capacity of the following bus is
wasted because the number of passengers is far less than the
bus capacity.

According to the analysis mentioned above, a perfor-
mance index to reflect the usage rate of bus capacity should
be proposed. +e index can be expressed by

Pn,s(t + Δt)
C

, if ln(t + Δt) � ls + Δt · v(t). (13)

In this index, the Pn,s(t + Δt) means the number of
passengers on the bus n, when the bus just leaves the bus stop
s. +e variable C refers to the capacity of the bus.

Similarly, the STD of the number of passengers on the
bus n at the bus stop s can be formulated as

σs,p �

�������������


Is

i�1 Pi,s − Ps 
2

Is




,

Ps �


Is

i�1Pi,s

Is

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(14)

where σs,p means the STD of passengers on the bus when
leaving the bus stop s; Is refers to the total times the bus had
left the bus stop s; Pi,s is the passengers on the bus when
leaving the bus stop s; Ps is the arithmetic mean value of
passengers on the bus when the leaving bus stop s.

With a fixed number of buses on the bus line N, the STD
of passengers on the bus leaving the bus stop s can be
expressed by σs,p(N). +erefore, the earnings by adding
more one bus on the bus route can be expressed by
|σs,p(N) − σs,p(N + 1)|. With increasing number of buses on
the bus route, the average passengers on the bus would be
decreased. +erefore, the σs,p(N + 1) would be smaller than
σs,p(N), because of the smaller number of passengers. In
order to counteract the influence of decreasing number of
passengers by adding one more bus, we formulate relative
difference index to reflect the earnings. +e index P2,s can be
shown as

P2,s(N + 1) �
σs,p(N) − σs,p(N + 1)





σs,p(N)
. (15)

5. Numerical Analysis

In order to explore the relationship between the perfor-
mance of coordinated control method and the bus fleet size
on the bus route, a set of numerical tests are conducted. In
Section 5.1, the input of the simulation bus line is intro-
duced, as well as the input variables and their values. In
Section 5.2, the raw test results obtained from the numerical
test are shown, including the number of the passengers on
the buses and the headway deviations on the bus line. +e
index values calculated according to the formulas from
Section 4 are presented in Section 5.3, followed by analysis
and discussion for the results.

5.1. Basic Data of Bus Line. +e proposed coordinated
control method was used for a simulated route based on
Route 80 in Changchun City. +e busy route circles a city of
about 12 km. We selected 15 major bus stops on this route,
two of which were control points (bus stop 6 and bus stop
11). +e number of buses operating on the bus route is
variable changing from 8 to 14, although in one test, the
number of buses running on the bus line is fixed. We set that
one passenger boarding requires two seconds, and one
passenger alighting requires one second. +e duration time
of one simulation was 4 h. To evaluate the performance of
the proposed control method under different traffic de-
mands, the total variable demand sets of the bus route are
listed in Table 1. +ere are three groups to be tested named
r1, r2, and r3. As shown in Table 1, the demand of group r3 is
the largest, while the demand of group r1 is the least. +e
arriving process and alighting proportions at each bus stop
are shown in Figure 3. +e demands in the table are the
average values instead of constants. We use an average bus
travel speed of 5m/s between two successive bus stops. +e
bus capacity was 80 pax/veh. Considering the random dis-
turbance caused by passengers, the travel speed of buses on
the bus route has indeterminacy.
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In the numerical test, the demand of passengers can be
obtained by Table 1 and Figure 3. More exactly, for example,
at the bus stop 6, the boarding passengers during unit time
can be calculated by 1890 pax/h (shown in Table 1) multi-
plyied by arrival percentage 7.1% (shown in Figure 3). We
assumed that the passenger arrivals follow a Poisson dis-
tribution.+e arrival process in each Δt of passengers can be
described with the aid of Matlab’s “poissrnd” function.
+erefore, the number of passengers arrived bus stop 6 at
each time Δt can be obtained. In addition, the alighting
demand is relatively simple, which is the number of pas-
sengers on buses multiplied by alighting proportion at each
bus stop shown in Figure 3. +erefore, in this paper, in the
model, the demand of passengers is assumed to be known in
advance, and in the numerical test, the demand calculation
process has been shown above.

Since the arrival process is stochastic, special cases may
occur: these could either be no passenger or many pas-
sengers reaching the bus stop during a period and both cases
may affect the results greatly. According to the Monte Carlo
method, repeating the tests for enough times can obtain a
more general conclusion. +erefore, to eliminate effects of
random factors, the program was run 100 times to generate
passenger arrival processes at bus stops. We built a simu-
lation platform based on the running process of buses de-
scribed in Section 3, imbedding the control method into.
+us, 100 groups of results were obtained.

+e data of the bus line are introduced into the simu-
lation platform, and the test results can be obtained. In one
test, the average passengers’ demand and the number of
buses on the bus route are fixed. In order to obtain a more
general result, for a fixed average passengers’ demand and a
fixed number of buses on the bus route, the test should be
conducted 100 times. As shown in Figure 4, the x-axis is the
repeated times, while the blue line represents travel time and
the orange line means relative difference, respectively.

According to Figure 4, along with the increasing simulation
times, the average values of travel time tend to be stable just a
little smaller than 5,830,000 s after 100 repeated times. More
exactly, the relative difference of the average value with its
front one becomes smaller along with increasing repeated
times, which is less than 0.01% after 100 repeated times.
+erefore, the 100-time simulation is enough to represent a
general result of public transit.

+e raw test result and performance indexes are shown
in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.

5.2. Performance of the Coordinated Control Method under
Variable Bus Fleet Size. In this section, the performance of
the proposed control method is presented including the STD
of headways, average number of passengers, and STD of
passengers on the buses. Firstly, a test result of passengers’
number distribution based on groups r1, r2, and r3 with 10
buses on the bus route is presented in Figure 4. Secondly,
more general results based on 100-time tests are presented
involving the relationship between fleet size and bus
headways and the number of passengers on the buses at each
bus stop.

5.2.1. Preliminary Impression. In this section, the bus’
spatiotemporal trajectory is presented first, with passengers’
demand of r2. +e x-axis refers to the time, and the y-axis
means the bus position on the bus route. In addition, the
distance between two bus stops is 800m, and the two control
points locate at 4000m and 8000m, respectively.
Figures 5(a)–5(c) refer to 8, 11, and 14 buses on the bus
route, respectively. As shown in Figure 5(a), the bus
bunching did not occur because of large bus headways
between successive buses. However, the holding time is
relative large, whichmeans the efficiency of the public transit
is relatively low. Figure 5(c) shows that the holding time is
relatively low and the trajectory of buses is smooth. How-
ever, because the bus headways are quite small, the bus
bunching occurred several times after 10,000 s in the sim-
ulation test. Compared with Figures 5(a) and 5(c),
Figure 5(b) shows that the trajectory of buses is relative
smooth and the bus bunching does not occur because of
relatively suitable bus headways and suitable fleet size.

As shown in Figure 6, the x-axis is the bus stop and the y-
axis refers to the number of passengers on the bus when the
bus has finished the service and just left the bus stop. In the
test, there are ten buses on the bus route. Figure 6(a) shows
the number of passengers on the buses at each bus stop with
group r1, while Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show larger demand of
group r2 and group r3. According to the first two boxplots, it
is obvious that the number of passengers on the bus at bus
stops 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 is larger than it is at the other bus stops.
And the change ranges of passengers on the bus at these five
bus stops are larger than those at other bus stops. Comparing
Figure 6(a) with Figures 6(b) and 6(c), the largest number of
passengers on the bus in group r1 is still smaller than the bus
capacity of 80 pax, while the number of passengers at bus
stops 5 and 6 in groups r2 and r3 has been limited by the
capacity of the bus. Especially, as shown in Figure 6(c),

Table 1: Arrival rate of the bus route.

Group r1 r2 r3
Average arrival rate (pax/h) 1890 2430 2970
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Figure 5: Spatiotemporal trajectory of buses. (a) With 8 buses on the bus route. (b) With 11 buses on the bus route. (c) With 14 buses on the
bus route.
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almost all the buses are fully loaded at the bus stop 5 and bus
stop 6, without extra room for more passengers.

5.2.2. General Test Results of Bus Headways and Number of
Passengers on Buses. Figure 6 only shows the result of
passengers’ number distribution on buses at each stop. To
obtain more general test results, 100-time tests were con-
ducted to output the bus headways and number of pas-
sengers on buses. In this section, the test results are divided
into two parts, including the bus headways changing and
number of passengers changing along with the increasing
number of buses.

+e average bus headways are shown in Figure 7, and the
STD of bus headways are shown in Figure 8. In these two
figures, the x-axis is the number of buses on the route. +e
three lines refer to different arrival rates of groups r1, r2, and r3.

According to Figures 7 and 8, both bus headways and
STD of buses headways decrease along with increasing buses
on the route. According to Figure 7, the average bus
headways with a smaller arrival rate of r1 is smaller than
those with a larger arrival rate of r3. Figure 8 illustrates that
the STD of bus headways decreases from 80 s to 60 s of group
r1 while the change range is about 10 for group r3.+erefore,
the STD of bus headways is more sensitive with the number

of buses on route when the average arrival rate is large. +e
passengers on the buses when the buses just finished service
and left the bus stops are shown in Figure 9.

In Figure 9, the x-axis refers to the bus stops from 1 to 15,
because there are 15 bus stops on the bus route. +e y-axis
means the number of passengers on the bus. +ere are seven
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Figure 6: Distribution of number of passengers on buses at each bus stop. (a) Group r1. (b) Group r2. (c) Group r3.
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lines in the figure representing the different number of buses
on the route. According to Figure 9(a), the passengers on the
buses are larger at bus stops from 4 to 8 than at bus stops
from 11 to 15. However, the number of passengers does not
reach the capacity of bus. In Figure 9(b), the passengers on

the bus have reached the capacity of bus at bus stop 6 when
there are only 8 buses on the bus route. In the group r3, as
shown in the Figure 9(c), the passengers have reached the
capacity when there are 10 buses on the route. +erefore, as
shown in Figure 9, the analysis for STD of passengers on the
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Figure 8: STD of bus headways with increasing buses on the route.
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Figure 9: Number of passengers on buses at each bus stop. (a) Group r1. (b) Group r2. (c) Group r3.
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buses should be divided into two parts according to the bus
stops, including the passengers on the buses at bus stops
located at the busy section of the bus route and the relatively
empty section of the bus route.

+e STDs of passengers on buses are shown in Figures 10
and 11. Figure 10 presents the STD of passengers on buses at
bus stops located at the busy section of bus route, while
Figure 11 presents the STD of passengers on buses at bus
stops at the other section of the bus route.+e x-axis refers to
the number of buses on the route, and the y-axis means the
STD of passengers on buses. +e lines in the figures depict
the passengers at different bus stops.

As shown in Figure 10(a), the STD of passengers in
group r1 decreases along with the increasing number of
buses on the route.+is is partly because the average number
of passengers on the buses decreased along with the in-
creasing buses. Figures 10(b) and 10(c) show the STD of
passengers on buses under the larger arrival rate. According
to Figures 9(b) and 9(c), the passengers, who would like to
get on the bus, may be limited by the bus capacity when the
fleet size is relatively small. +erefore, along with the in-
creasing number of buses on the bus route, the STD of
passengers on buses increased greatly at the beginning and
then decreased a little when the number of buses on the
route is relatively large. +is is because the number of

passengers on the buses is approximately equal to the ca-
pacity of the bus when the arrival rate is relatively large and
the number of buses on the route is relatively small.
+erefore, the STD of passengers is relatively small at the
beginning. However, when the number of buses is large, the
passengers on the buses are not limited by the bus capacity.
+erefore, the STD of passengers on buses decreases again
with the increasing buses on the route, similar to the reason
of group r1.

In Figures 11(a)–11(c), all the passengers on buses are
not limited by the bus capacity. +erefore, the lines in the
figure are monotonic decreasing. As mentioned above, the
decrease is partly because of the smaller average number of
passengers on the buses. However, the decreasing STD of
passengers on buses whether comes from decreasing STD of
bus headways should be further discussed. In Section 5.3, the
values of indexes for bus headways and number of pas-
sengers are presented.

5.3. Result Analysis for the Bus Headways and Passengers on
the Buses. According to the test result mentioned in Section
5.2, both STD of bus headways and STD of passengers on the
buses decrease along with the increasing buses on the route.
One reason is that the headways and number of passengers
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Figure 10: STD of passengers on buses at bus stops located at the busy section of the bus route. (a) Group r1. (b) Group r2. (c) Group r3.
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decrease along with the increasing buses. In this section, the
other reason is discussed through comparing the indexes of
bus headways and number of passengers. +e relationship
between bus headways and number of passengers on the

buses is explored. +e index values calculated by equations
(12) and (15) are presented in Figures 12 and 13, respectively.

In Figure 12, the result analysis is divided into two parts.
In Figure 12(a), the relative difference of headways adding
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Figure 11: STD of passengers on buses at bus stops located at relatively empty section. (a) Group r1. (b) Group r2. (c) Group r3.
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more one bus on the bus route is presented, while
Figure 12(b) shows relative difference of STD headways
adding one more bus on the route. +e x-axis refers to the
change in the number of buses on the route, and the y-axis
means the relative difference.

According to Figure 12(a), the relative difference of bus
headways decreases gradually along with the increasing bus
number. It illustrates that if the number of buses on the route
is relatively large, the benefit brought by adding more than
one bus is relatively small. Also, similar conclusion can be
obtained from Figure 12(b). +e STD changes greatly when
the number of buses on the route is relatively small, and
when the number of buses on the route is relatively large, the
change of STD of bus headways becomes small.

+e other index is for the passengers on the bus. In this
section, the passengers on buses at bus stops 11 to 15 are se-
lected, because the passengers at these bus stops are not limited
by bus capacity. +e index values are shown in Figure 13.

+e x-axis refers to the change of buses on the route, and
the y-axis means benefits brought by adding one more bus.
According to Figure 13(a), the relative difference of the
average number of passengers increases along with the in-
creasing number of buses. Similar conclusion can be ob-
tained in Figure 13(b); the relative difference of the STD
number of passengers changes little when the number of
buses on the route is relatively large.

Comparing Figure 12(b) with Figure 13(b), it can be
figured out that the variation trend in these two figures is
quite similar. +erefore, the second reason for decrease of
STD of passengers on buses can be obtained. +is is because
more equalized bus headways lead to more equalized
number of bus headways. +e coordinated control method
can regulate the bus headways. Furthermore, the regulated
bus headways can make the number of passengers in each
bus equalized. +erefore, the regulated bus operation can
take full advantage of the capacity of buses, because the
difference of numbers on the successive bunching buses can
be effectively eliminated.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the coordinated bus headway control method
is designed based on the adaptive self-equalized concept.
Furthermore, a procedure is designed to select the bus that
should be skipping or held as well as its corresponding
holding time. +e discrete operation system is formulated
imbedding the coordinated control method and considers
the limitation of the bus capacity. However, the coordinated
control method is not the core contribution of this paper.
+e main work of this paper is to explore the relationship
between the number of buses on the bus route and the
performance of public transit under the control method.
Furthermore, the relationship between the STD of bus
headways and number of buses is obtained and discussed. It
is widely acknowledged that the self-equalized bus headway
control method is to regulate the bus headways and elim-
inate bus bunching.+e STD of bus headways can reflect this
performance of the public transit.+erefore, the first index is
formulated based on the STD of bus headways. In addition,
in order to eliminate the influence of change from the av-
erage bus headway, the relative difference of STD bus
headways is formulated as the performance index for bus
headways. In order to further reflect the passengers comfort
on buses, the second index for passengers is formulated
based on the number of passengers on buses when the bus
has finished service and just left the bus stop. Similarly, along
with increasing number of buses on the route, the average
number of passengers on buses will be smaller. In order to
eliminate the influence by the average number of passengers
on buses, the relative difference of STD of passengers is
selected as the index to reflect the condition of passengers.

In the section of numerical analysis, a set of numerical
tests is conducted under three different arrival rates named
as groups r1, r2, and r3. According to the analysis, several
conclusions can be obtained: (a) +e relative difference of
bus headways decreases gradually along with the increasing
bus number. It illustrates that if the number of buses on the
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Figure 13: Index of passengers along with increasing buses on the route. (a) Relative difference of the average number of passengers at the
busy section. (b) Relative difference of the STD number of passengers at the relatively empty section.
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route is relatively large, the benefit brought by adding more
than one bus tends to converge. (b)+e STD of bus headway
changes is more sensitive with the number of buses on the
route when the average arrival rate of passengers is larger. (c)
+e regulated bus headways can make the number of pas-
sengers in each bus equalized. As a by-product, the headway-
based control method can make the bus capacity be fully
utilized by equalizing bus headways on the bus route.

+is work can provide the evidence of necessity and
feasibility to formulate the bus fleet size and coordinated
control method into an optimization issue.+erefore, in this
paper, we mainly analyze the sensitivity of the fleet size for
dynamic headway-based control method performance. In
the future work, we will conduct the comparison of the
coordinated control method and the holding control per-
formance in optimizing the fleet size and experience of
passengers.
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